Marriage exchanges, seed exchanges, and the dynamics of manioc diversity
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The conservation of crop genetic resources requires understanding the different variables—cultural, social, and economic—that impinge on crop diversity. In small-scale farming systems, seed exchanges represent a key mechanism in the dynamics of crop genetic diversity, and analyzing the rules that structure social networks of seed exchange between farmer communities can help decipher patterns of crop genetic diversity. Using a combination of ethnobotanical and molecular genetic approaches, we investigated the relationships between regional patterns of manioc genetic diversity in Gabon and local networks of seed exchange. Spatially explicit Bayesian clustering methods showed that geographical discontinuities of manioc genetic diversity mirror major ethnolinguistic boundaries, with a southern patrilineal domain characterized by high levels of varietal diversity and a northern patrilineal domain characterized by low varietal diversity. Borrowing concepts from anthropology—kinship, bridewealth, and filiation—we analyzed the relationships between marriage exchanges and seed exchange networks in patrilineal and matrilineal societies. We demonstrate that, by defining marriage prohibitions, kinship systems structure social networks of exchange between farmer communities and influence the movement of seeds in metapopulations, shaping crop diversity at local and regional levels.

In smallholder farming systems, farmers maintain a large diversity of cultivated species and recognize many different types (landraces) within each of their crops. Farmers dynamically manage this agricultural biodiversity by continually collecting, testing, and selecting new strains with unusual and interesting traits, sourcing seeds (here understood as propagules, i.e., true seeds, tubers, rhizomes, or stem cuttings) through different networks, most of which involve exchanging germplasm with other farmers. Several studies have highlighted the importance of informal seed exchange networks as an essential component of the resilience of local farming systems (1, 2), e.g., in potato (3), maize (4, 5), and manioc (6–8). Exchanging seeds not only allows farmers to obtain new landraces but also to recover lost types or to renew their stock of seeds (1). Through these exchange networks, farmers compose highly diversified portfolios of landraces capable of buffering the effects of unpredictable environmental changes (2). Seed exchange represents a key mechanism in the dynamics of crop genetic diversity (9–11). However, the rules that channel the movement of seeds within and among farming communities have received little attention from geneticists and ethnobotanists alike (12).

In small-scale farming communities, circulation of crop landraces is often channeled by marriage networks (7, 8, 13, 14). By defining marriage prohibitions, kinship systems structure social networks of exchange between kin (related by descent) and affines (related by marriage). Kinship systems thus determine the connectivity of farmer populations, and, in extenso, by favoring or limiting exchanges between communities, they also determine the connectivity of their crop (15) or livestock (16) populations. Kinship systems are cultural conceptualizations of relationships between individuals, based on the notion of descent and clan membership. Patrilineal systems, in which the clan is transferred by men, most agricultural tasks and manioc food processing are performed by women, who are also responsible for selecting planting material and managing landraces. On-farm gender division of labor means that women spend substantially more time than men interacting directly with the plants, learning to recognize, characterize, and classify the diversity of types they maintain in their farms. This gender-asymmetric person–plant relationship widens the gap between men and women in their respective folk taxonomical expertise (21), and examples of women’s distinctive, often superior, folk taxonomical knowledge exist not only for manioc (22) but also for bean (23), maize (24), and potato (25). Because knowledge is necessary for the maintenance and management of crop landraces, expertise gives women authority, and women often play a leading role in seed exchanges. Analyzing the social and cultural determinants of seed exchange between farmer communities therefore requires adopting a gender-sensitive approach that recognizes the role of women as the main vectors of diffusion of crop landraces.

Drawing from a large cross-cultural comparison of manioc farming systems in Gabon, we combined ethnobotanical and molecular genetic studies to analyze the rules that structure social networks of seed exchange and their impact on manioc genetic diversity. We unravel the intricate relationship between kinship systems, transmission patterns of “heirloom” landraces, and the dynamics of crop genetic diversity.
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Results and Discussion

Structure of Manioc Genetic Diversity in Gabon. Manioc diversity in Gabon was assessed through a series of village-level studies of manioc farming systems. The study covered 10 communities presenting marked cultural, agroecological, and socioeconomic contrasts (Dataset S1). The number of manioc landraces at the community level was high, with an average of 37 landraces per village, but there were also strong regional disparities, with values ranging from 3 [Mbong-Ete (MBG)] to 60 [Odjouma (ODJ)] (Table 1). To detect whether this regional variability reflected discontinuities in manioc genetic diversity, a Bayesian clustering method was applied to the dataset. Assuming uncorrelated allelic frequencies between sites, Geneland inferred three distinct genetic clusters, with spatial discontinuities reflecting major ethno-linguistic boundaries (Fig. 2): (i) a southwestern cluster, which encompassed all populations located on the left bank of the Ogooué River [Odimba (ODB), Nombedouma (NBD), Douani (DUA), Mandilou (MAN), and Makoula (MKA)]; languages of group B, predominantly matrilineal; (ii) an eastern cluster, which encompassed all populations from the B linguistic group located on the right bank of the Ogooué [Imbong (IMB), ODJ, Mopia (MOP), and Mouyabi (MYB)]; predominantly patrilineal, except for ODJ; and (iii) a northern cluster, which encompassed populations from the A linguistic group (MBG; patrilineal). All three clusters showed low but significant genetic differentiation, with higher $F_{ST}$ values between the northern cluster and each of the other two clusters (Table 2). Allelic diversity was also significantly lower in the northern cluster than in the southwestern and eastern clusters (one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's post hoc test: $F = 311.6$, $df = 2$, $P < 10^{-4}$).

Results of the Bayesian approach support a three-pronged introduction of manioc into Gabon: from Cameroon (northern cluster), from Congo (eastern cluster), and from the coast, spreading along the Ogooué River (southwestern cluster). Patterns are congruent with linguistic data (26) and suggest that spatial discontinuities of manioc genetic diversity may be the signature of the different historical routes of manioc diffusion into Gabon. However, the persistence of these geographical patterns indicates that barriers must have impeded seed flow, possibly by limiting connectivity among farmer communities.

In Gabon, the Fang represent approximately one-third (~600,000) of the total population. They form a large, homogeneous, patrilineal cluster that extends over most of northern Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, and southern Cameroon. Gabon is home to ~50 different Bantu tribes, and although most of the country is characterized by a high cultural diversity, northern Gabon has remained exclusively Fang since the late 18th century (27), constituting an area of strong ethnic homogeneity with low to no penetration by other cultures. Approximately 99% of the population is Fang (28), suggesting that marriages are preferentially endogamous. Alexandre (27) wrote about an "ethnological boundary between the Fang and their southern matrilineal neighbors. This line of demarcation between distinct cultural areas was also reflected in regional patterns of manioc genetic diversity. Northern Gabon, subsumed not only the lowest ethnic diversity but also the lowest manioc varietal diversity, with almost a 10-fold variation in varietal diversity between the northern cluster and the eastern and southwestern clusters (Fig. S1).

Table 1. Characteristics of the 10 communities sampled for manioc diversity in Gabon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community (code)</th>
<th>Rules of descent*</th>
<th>$H^0$</th>
<th>$L^1$</th>
<th>$N^0$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Douani (DUA)</td>
<td>3M</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imbong (IMB)</td>
<td>3P</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandilou (MAN)</td>
<td>2P</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mbong-Ete (MBG)</td>
<td>1P</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makoula (MKA)</td>
<td>1M/1X</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mopia (MOP)</td>
<td>5P/3M</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouyabi (MYB)</td>
<td>1X</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nombedouma (NBD)</td>
<td>1P</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odjouma (ODJ)</td>
<td>1P/3M</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odjouma (ODJ)</td>
<td>1M</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Number of groups with patrilineal (P), matrilineal (M), or mixed (X) descent (details in Dataset S1).

**Number of households surveyed.

†Number of landraces recorded (number of landraces genotyped). Numbers are corrected for the presence of synonyms and omit ‘unnamed’ landraces (6 recorded in ODB, 3 in NBD, 26 in MOP, 5 in MYB, 3 in IMB, and 2 in ODJ).

‡Sample size after removal of clonal replicates.

Deciphering Regional Patterns of Diversity. Several factors may influence farmers’ choice to maintain high or low numbers of landraces in their farms. Low diversity in northern Gabon may reflect a market-driven selection of the most productive landraces dictated by strong market orientations, a cultural choice, or simply a lack of useful diversity. In MBG, IMB, and ODJ, manioc farming was the main economic activity, but levels of varietal diversity were not related to the local economic importance of manioc (Dataset S1). Diachronic data, conversely, show that there has been little increase of the regional varietal portfolio since colonial administrations encouraged manioc farming in northern Gabon in the 1898–1910s (SI Text), suggesting that the narrow range of named diversity stems in part from historical contingencies. Given the considerable diversity available at the country scale [between 300 and 400 landraces (29)], the strong regional contrast between the northern cluster and the southwestern and eastern clusters suggests that cultural factors have curbed the inflow of manioc landraces.

To distinguish between the remaining hypotheses—a cultural choice or a lack of useful diversity—we investigated local seed exchange networks, asking farmers to specify how, where, and from whom they acquired their manioc landraces (Table 3). In most communities, we found that farmers grew a “core” collection of landraces bequeathed by their mother or mother-in-law, which they frequently enriched by soliciting cuttings from relatives or neighbors (horizontal exchanges). However, whereas vertical transmission (mother to daughter) was predominant in matrilineal societies, affinal transmission (i.e., the transfer of landraces from mother-in-law to daughter-in-law) was characteristic of patrilineal societies and predominant among the Fang (MBG), where 80% of the farmers interviewed had received their manioc cuttings from their mother-in-law; the only farmers to have received cuttings from their mother...
were women born in MBG and who were either unmarried or derogated to the rule of virilocal postmarital residence (Table S1).

All populations in Gabon are structured in virilocal exogamous lineages, forcing men to seek wives outside their community while women move out after marriage to settle in the village of their husband. In matrilineal societies, where transmission of manioc clones is vertical, virilocality stimulates the exchange of manioc landraces between villages. When they move to the village of their husband, in-marrying women bring along with them a few cuttings from their mother’s farm, thereby contributing to enrich varietal diversity at the community level. Women thus become the main vectors of the diffusion of manioc landraces, and by exchanging wives, communities also exchange clones. Among the Fang, however, the bride moves empty-handed to the village of her husband. Afinal transmission, as opposed to vertical transmission, thus means that in patrilineal virilocal societies, there is no inflow of manioc cuttings accompanying the inflow of women.

**Seed Transmission as a Risk-Aversion Strategy.** Divergences in rules of generational transmission of clones therefore seem likely to have played an important role in shaping regional disparities in levels of manioc genetic diversity in Gabon. Exchanging cuttings is common practice among manioc farmers (6, 7, 13). Farmers seek new landraces to try, and when they spot an interesting type in a neighbor’s garden, they ask for a few cuttings to experiment with. Although the majority of exchanges of germplasm occurred within the family, horizontal exchanges represented an important alternative source of diversity in most communities in Gabon, except in MBG, where farmers depended exclusively on the landraces they inherited from their mother-in-law or, for a minority, from their mother.

Analyses of the distribution of genotypic diversity among farmers in MBG clearly illustrated the predominance of a final ties in local networks of seed exchange. Because manioc is propagated by stem cuttings, with the occasional (conscious or accidental) recruitment of self-sown manioc volunteer seedlings (30), manioc landraces tend to consist, at the community level, of one largely dominant clone and few to several minor multilocus genotypes (MLGs). In MBG, all farmers grew the same set of three landraces (“Adzoro,” “Esobo-Nku,” and “Afouba-Mbong”). Although we found only one major clone of Esobo-Nku (G22) and one major clone of Afouba-Mbong (G10), we found that two minor clones of Adzoro, G5 and G14, coexisted in the village (Fig. S2). The two clones were not randomly distributed among farmers, and farmers grew either G5 or G14, but never a mixture of the two (Fig. S3). In fact, the distribution of G5 and G14 closely paralleled farmers’ kin relationships, with groups of genotypic uniformity corresponding to a final chains of transmission (Fig. S4).

Risk aversion is a major force driving farmers’ behavior and decisions concerning varietal diversity in smallholder farming systems. Trust, in particular, is an important factor in social networks of seed exchange (1, 9). Trust orients farmers’ choice of seed providers, and farmers tend to choose them among relatives or people with whom they are socially connected (9) or whose folk taxonomical expertise they recognize. In Peru, Boster (6, 22) gave a clear illustration of the interdependence of these two components of the exchange—material and cultural—among the Aguaruna Jivaros. Comparing farmers’ aptitudes in identifying manioc landraces, Boster showed that agreement between farmers is dependent upon the “social context of learning.” The predominance of uxorilocality among the Aguaruna favors vertical transmission of folk taxonomical knowledge and clones, and Boster found that agreement among kin-related farmers was highest between mother and daughter (22). Daughters learn to differentiate manioc landraces to try, and when they spot an interesting type in a neighbor’s garden, they ask for a few cuttings to experiment with. However, Boster also showed that where the spouses chose instead a virilocal residence, the incoming bride received most of her clones from female in-law kin, and Boster found highest agreement in naming manioc landraces between sisters-in-law (22). By fostering cultural consensus, seed transmission creates social bonds that reinforce the relationship between the bride and her in-laws and strengthen social cohesion.

A lack of accessible and reliable information on seeds, conversely, can deter farmers from sourcing landraces outside the domestic sphere. Initial access to seed but also to information is especially critical for young farmers. By favoring the continuation of heirloom landraces within the clan through a codified system of

---

**Fig. 2.** Maps of posterior probabilities of population membership in the southwestern (A), eastern (B), and northern (C) clusters inferred by Geneland. Maps are based on the highest-probability run at a value of K = 3. Contour lines indicate the spatial position of genetic discontinuities. Lighter shading indicates higher probabilities of population membership.
transmission of manioc clones, farmers ensure access to seeds and knowledge and circumvent potential risks, such as viruses, pests, and other pathogens, associated with external sources of germplasm. In a virilocal system, affinal transmission allows farmers to easily control the seed system. In matrilineal societies, the continuous inflow of manioc landraces through marriage networks contributes to increase varietal diversity at the community level, but farmers may have little control over the seeds that their daughters-in-law bring into the community. The choice of Fang farmers to opt for affinal transmission, therefore, could reflect a strategy to control seed exchange networks. On the downside, affinal transmission deprives farmers of an important source of diversity. By constraining manioc genetic diversity within the boundaries of the village and by disconnecting villages from regional exchange webs, affinal transmission cancels the “buffer effect” (31) of dynamic exchanges of planting material, putting manioc genetic diversity at risk of erosion.

Compounding the limited inflow of new landraces at the local level, the strong ethnic homogeneity and prevalent endogamy of the Fang probably contributed to the isolation of manioc from northern Gabon as an independent genetic cluster. The attitude of the Fang to sourcing diversity contrasts with that of other communities, not only in that the Fang show little interest in trying new landraces, but also in that their practices prevent any exchanges of germplasm between clans. Similar patterns of restricted exchanges between clans were reported for peanut seeds among the Ntumu in Cameroon (32). This form of “endo-agriculture” is reminiscent of Melanesian societies where “exchange” wives proscribe exchanges of yam seeds between matrilineal, as a way to compensate for clanic exogamy (33). Hence, rather than a form of control of the seed system, affinal transmission may instead represent a form of social control exerted by women on their daughters-in-law. Understanding divergences in rules of seed transmission between matrilineal and patrilineal societies, therefore, requires also understanding the social significance of seed transmission.

From Clonal Propagation to Social Reproduction. In matrilineal societies, lineage and manioc clones are both transmitted directly along the female line. In patrilineal societies, however, the reproduction of the lineage depends on women who are not related to the clan they perpetuate. Descent group membership thus results from a social construct of relatedness rather than from an actual genetic bond. The challenge, therefore, is to maintain the coherence of the group while recruiting women from outside the community and relying on these “alien” elements to ensure the reproduction of the lineage.

Affinal transmission of manioc clones follows directly from this “patrilineal puzzle” (34). Because manioc belongs to the feminine realm, a man cannot inherit manioc clones; however, neither can clones be transmitted to his sister, because when she marries, she leaves the community and detaches from her paternal lineage to attach herself to the lineage of her husband. Affinal transmission is the result of this instability of the female lineage in patrilineal societies; to maintain clones within the clan through the female line, clones must be transmitted along affinal chains, from mother-in-law to daughter-in-law.

Entrusting manioc clones to the younger generation, however, involves more than sharing germplasm or knowledge, and when a newly wed woman plants the clones she received from her mother or mother-in-law, she reproduces a family scheme, assuming her new role and taking on her share in the sexual division of domestic chores. The transmission of manioc clones, as the basic elements of the production system that structures the household economy, becomes the medium through which the older generation teaches the new wife her role and position in the society; with manioc clones come responsibilities—to one’s husband, to one’s children, and to one’s clan. In other words, through the transmission and multiplication of manioc clones, it is not only the genotypes that are reproduced, but also the structure of society. Through this form of social reproduction (35), the transmission of manioc cut-
tings thus appears to be intrinsically connected with the social conventions that govern the transmission of lineage.

Among the Fang, the arrival of a new bride in the village is traditionally signified by her mother-in-law paying a bride-price (41), which is received by the mother-in-law in return for her daughter-in-law, who must now integrate into the community. This “tutelage” by the mother-in-law is a regular feature of patrilineal virilocality (36) and reflects the transfer of knowledge and skills that accompanies the initiation of the in-married woman to her new role and position in the clan of her husband. Manioc clones, but also peanut seeds (32), are only some of the elements that women transmit to their daughters-in-law in Fang societies. Their transmission denotes a change in the social and jural status of the bride. With the clones she received from her mother-in-law, the bride will cultivate the land owned by her husband. Afnal transmission of manioc clones thus becomes a form of devolution to the young wife of cultivation rights over the land owned by her husband, thereby evading the paradoxical situation where women control the crops but not the land they cultivate (37). Here, the transmission of manioc clones enacts a transfer of clan membership.

By transforming affines into consanguines, afnal transmission thus participates in preserving social coherence. When marriage involves members of distinct patrilineal virilocal ethnic groups, however, this transfer of clan membership can eventually result in the bride cutting off all ties with her kinsmen, and vertical transmission may be favored instead to preserve the maternal social bond. The substantial levels of vertical transmission we found in mixed communities of patrilineal descent (IMB, MOP, MYB; Table 3) suggest that alternative strategies of social reproduction prevail when the transmission of land and geographic proximity favor intraclan marriage. Marriages between patrilineal and matrilineal societies, in particular, pose important problems in terms of clan membership and inheritance. Changes in descent rules resulting from patrilineal–matrilineal (P/M) boundary issues have been documented in Ghana (38), but also in the past in Gabon (39, 40). Because of the potential problems they raise, marriages between patrilineal and matrilineal groups are usually avoided, resulting in “inheritance boundaries” (38). In Gabon, the Ogoué River forms a natural barrier between the patrilineal and matrilineal domains, but around Libreville, La Lopé, and Franceville, societies with opposite systems of inheritance cohabit. Restricted marriage exchanges between patrilineal and matrilineal communities could have contributed to limit seed exchanges across P/M boundaries, maintaining geographical patterns of manioc diversity that reflect preferential marriages among populations with compatible rules of inheritance.

Seed Transmission as a Grand-Maternal Strategy. In most patrilineal societies, the family-in-law must pay a “bride-price” in return for the transfer of jural authority over the bride. Although seeds do not enter into the composition of this bridewealth, divergences in rules of seed transmission between patrilineal and matrilineal systems reflect a difference in the investment of grandparents in the offspring of the marriage. In matrilineal virilocality, marriage payments tend to be rare or absent. Because filiation is handed down through the female line, daughters remain attached to their maternal kin after marriage, and children belong to their maternal clan. In patrilineal virilocality, in contrast, the parents of the groom must repay the parents of the bride for the acquisition of rights in genetrixem—that is, the right to filiate the children to be born to their daughter-in-law (41). For mothers, however, the corollary is the loss of rights over their own daughters’ children. Seen from the mothers’ point of view, it is therefore better to “invest” in a daughter-in-law than in a daughter. In other words, it is the investment in grandchildren that determines the sense of the flow of seeds.

Seeds thus indirectly enter into the equation that determines economic reciprocity in marital transaction. Because they are necessary to convert land into wealth, seeds, like land, are a key element of the system of production and form part of the “capital” that farmers want to transmit to their (grand)children. Rules of seed transmission have emerged from the necessity to ensure the perpetuation of the clan, through the replication of the family as a productive and reproductive unit. This intricate connection between production and reproduction forms the basis of economic systems of traditional societies (35) and structures social organization in many societies, not only in Africa (42) but also in Amazonia (43) and Melanesia (44), explaining why seed exchange is often interrelated with other legal exchanges that determine the political–economic organization (7, 8, 13, 14, 32, 33, 45).

Afnal transmission has been described among other patrilineal societies, e.g., the Makina and the Shake in Gabon (46), but also among the Baniwa, Baré, and Tukano Amazonian tribes (45). Compared with African societies, however, Amerindian societies present a greater variety of social structures. Cognate systems, where descent is traced through both paternal and maternal lineages, are more widespread in Amazonia. Amerindians also have different conventions of filiation and different material cultures of matrimonial exchange (47, 48). Unlike in Africa or in Melanesia, there is no principle of substitutability of women for wealth; the payment of a bride-price, through which a man “buys a woman’s womb” (49), is seldom practiced in Amazonia, and generally bride service is substituted to the payment of bridewealth (47). Associated with intervals of postmarital uxorilocal residence, bride-service favors mixed-inheritance systems where manioc clones are inherited from both the mother and the mother-in-law (43).

Given the complexity and diversity of social structures, the influence of marriage exchanges on regional seed flow is likely to vary with the social significance of the crop, i.e., its local cultural and economic importance, but also its “gender”—that is, whether the plant is socially considered a man’s or a woman’s crop. Interpreting seed transmission as an epiphenomenon of the economic system of traditional societies, however, provides a conceptual framework that can help untangle the intricate relationship between marriage exchanges and seed exchanges and predict the direction and impact of seed movements among and within communities.

Conclusions

Little attention has been paid to the central role of strategies of social reproduction in shaping crop genetic diversity at local and regional levels. However, by connecting or disconnecting human populations, kinship systems can influence the genetic structure of crop populations just as they influence genetic diversity in human populations.

In traditional societies, the continuity of ethnic identity depends upon the maintenance of cultural boundaries that define ascription of a member to the group and exclusion of others (50). The continuation of these boundaries in time implies, however, the preservation of a set of cultural norms and values that mark out the differences between members and nonmembers—i.e., rules of cultural transmission. While maintaining genetic boundaries between ethnic groups (51–53), kinship systems also ensure the perpetuation of these cultural norms and values.

Manioc clones and, more generally, seeds (e.g., potato tubers, sorghum panicles, maize kernels, or sweet potato vines), are socially salient items that participate in the construction of cultural identity by assigning gender roles and normalizing social interactions. By promoting the maintenance of manioc heirloom landraces within the bounds of the lineage, seed inheritance systems contribute, symbolically and materially, to strategies of social reproduction. The key to understanding the dynamics of crop genetic diversity, therefore, lies not only in the factors that influence connectivity between farmer communities, but also in the rules that govern the transmission of lineage within communities.

Drawing a parallel between clones of yam and the origin of clans among Kanak people in New Caledonia, Haudricourt (54) stressed the input of botany to the general understanding of social interactions and the construction of identity. In turn, by showing how manioc clones “hitchhike” along bloodlines, we demonstrate that anthropology offers powerful conceptual tools to help unravel the dynamics of crop genetic diversity.

Materials and Methods

Ethnographic Surveys and Plant Collections. In each of the 10 communities surveyed, we conducted a series of 15–30 independent, semistructured, on-farm interviews. A total of 191 farmers, 183 of whom were women, were interviewed. Informants were randomly selected from among farmers willing to participate. Rarefaction curves were used to determine the minimum
number of interviews required to ensure that the sample size was sufficient to record all landraces present at the village level. Age, village of birth, and pa- rental information was recorded for each farmer, and social networks describing farmer kinship relations were drawn. Farmers were also asked to name all manioc landraces they grow in their farms. Following their directions, five plants per landrace per farmer were collected.

Genetic and Statistical Analysis. Genetic diversity was assessed by using six simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers (Si Materials and Methods). Only landraces for which at least 10 plants were collected were characterized. The Bayesian clustering method implemented in the R package Geneland 3.1.4 (55) was used to detect geographical discontinuities in manioc genetic diversity at the scale of the entire country. Geneland does not assume admixture (i.e., individuals are discretely distributed among inferred populations) and uses the genetic and geographic information of each sampling unit, with no prior assumptions about population groups or boundaries, to infer K, the number of clusters in the data. Because the method implemented in Geneland assumes that populations are panmictic, clonal replicates were removed from the dataset (treating each study site independently), leading to the identification of 441 distinct MLGs.

Five independent runs were performed with 100,000 Markov-chain Monte Carlo iterations, of which every 100th one was saved. The number of genetic clusters tested, was set to vary between 1 and 10. The Dirichlet spatial model for allelic frequencies (D model), which assumes uncorrelated allelic frequen- cies across sites, was used as a prior for allele frequencies. To refine the geo- graphic map of the genetic clusters inferred by Geneland, the model was run five more times, treating the number of clusters as known, based on the number of clusters, K, inferred from the previous runs. Posterior probabilities of population membership for each pixel of the spatial domain were com- puted by using a burn-in period length of 500 iterations. Each cluster de- termined by Geneland was characterized by using standard population genetic statistics. Allelic richness (Ã), F statistics, and observed (H0) and expected (H*) heterozygosity were computed by using Fst 2.9.3 (56).
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